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For a given electronic excited state, the 0-0 energy (T0 or T00) is the simplest property allowing straightforward and
physically-sound comparisons between theory and (accurate) experiment. However, the computation of 0-0 energies
with ab initio approaches requires determining both the structure and the vibrational frequencies of the excited state,
which limits the quality of the theoretical models that can be considered in practice. is explains why only a rather
limited, yet constantly increasing, number of works have been devoted to the determination of this property. In this
contribution, we review these eorts with a focus on benchmark studies carried out for both gas phase and solvated
compounds. Over the years, not only as the size of the molecules increased, but the renement of the theoretical tools
has followed the same trend. ough the results obtained in these benchmarks signicantly depend on both the details
of the protocol and the nature of the excited states, one can now roughly estimate, in the case of valence transitions,
the overall accuracy of theoretical schemes as follows: 1 eV for CIS, 0.2–0.3 eV for CIS(D), 0.2–0.4 eV for TD-DFT
when one employs hybrid functionals, 0.1–0.2 eV for ADC(2) and CC2, and 0.04 eV for CC3, the laer approach being
the only one delivering chemical accuracy on a near-systematic basis.
I. INTRODUCTION
Most theoretical works investigating the photophysical
or photochemical properties of molecules and materials in-
tend to provide insights supplementing experimental mea-
surements. To this end, it is most oen necessary to apply
rst-principle approaches allowing to model electronic excited
states (ES). A wide array of such approaches is now available
to theoretical chemists. Probably, the two most prominent
ES methods are i) time-dependent density-functional theory
(TD-DFT)1 that has been originally proposed by Runge and
Gross,2 but became very popular under the ecient linear-
response (LR) formalism developed by Casida in 1995,3 and
ii) multi-conguration/complete active space self-consistent
eld (MCSCF/CASSCF) theories,4 that are inherently adapted
to model photochemical events. However, both approaches
suer from signicant drawbacks. As TD-DFT has been ap-
plied for modeling thousands of molecules, the deciencies
of its common adiabatic approximation are now well known,
and one can cite important diculties in accurately model-
ing charge-transfer states,5–8 and Rydberg states,9–12 singlet-
triplet gaps,13–16 as well as ES characterized by a signicant
double excitation character.10,17,18 In addition, even for “well-
behaved” low-lying valence ES, TD-DFT presents a rather sig-
nicant dependency on the exchange-correlation functional
(XCF),19 and choosing an appropriate XCF remains a dicult
task. Similarly, there is also no unambiguous way to select
an active space in CASSCF calculations, a method, that ad-
ditionally yields too large transition energies as it does not
account for dynamical correlation eects. Beyond these two
very popular theories, there exists many alternatives. In the
case of single-determinant methods, let us cite i) the Bethe-
Salpeter formalism applied on top of the GW approximation
(BSE@GW), which can be considered as a beyond-TD-DFT
approach and has shown some encouraging performances for
chemical systems,20 ii) the conguration interaction singles
a)Electronic mail: Denis.Jacquemin@univ-nantes.fr
with a perturbative double correction [CIS(D)],21,22 the sim-
plest post-Hartree-Fock (HF) method providing reasonably
accurate transition energies, iii) the algebraic diagrammatic
construction (ADC) approach,23 whose second-order approxi-
mation, ADC(2), enjoys a very favorable accuracy/cost ratio,
and iv) coupled cluster (CC) schemes which allow for a system-
atic theoretical improvement via an increase of the expansion
order (e.g., comparing CC2,24 CCSD,25,26 CC3,24 etc. results),
though such strategy comes with a quick ination of the com-
putational cost. It is also possible to improve CASSCF results
by including dynamical correlation eects, typically by apply-
ing a second-order perturbative (PT2) correction such as in
CASPT227,28 or in second-order n-electron valence state per-
turbation theory (NEVPT2).29 Both theories greatly improve
the quality of the transition energies, but become unpracti-
cally demanding for medium and large systems. Alternatively,
one can also compute very high quality transition energies for
various types of excited states using selected conguration
interaction (sCI) methods30–32 which have recently demon-
strated their ability to reach near full CI (FCI) quality energies
for small molecules.33–39 e idea behind such methods is to
avoid the exponential increase of the size of the CI expansion
by retaining the most energetically relevant determinants
only, thanks to the use of a second-order energetic criterion
to select perturbatively determinants in the FCI space.40,41
However, although the “exponential wall” is pushed back, this
type of methods is only applicable to molecules with a small
number of heavy atoms with relatively compact basis sets.
Beyond, these important methodological aspects, another
issue is that most ab initio calculations of ES properties do
not oer direct comparisons with experiment. is is in sharp
contrast with ground state (GS) properties for which such
comparisons are oen straightforward. For instance, “experi-
mental” ES dipole moments are oen determined by indirect
procedures, such as the measurement of solvatouorochromic
eects, so that rather large error bars are not uncommon. An-
other example comes with geometries: while there exists an
almost innite number of GS geometries obtained through
X-ray diraction techniques for molecules of any size and
nature, the experimental determination of ES geometrical pa-
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2rameters remains tortuous, as it typically originates from an
analysis of highly-excited vibronic bands. As a consequence,
experimental ES structures are available only for a handful of
small compounds, prohibiting comparisons between theory
and experiment for non-trivial structures. Although, for both
ES dipole moments and geometries, theoretical approaches
have therefore a clear edge over their experimental counter-
parts, such calculations nevertheless require the access to ES
energy gradients, which limits the number of methods that
can be applied for non-trivial compounds. Besides, the most
commonly reported theoretical ES data, that is, vertical ab-
sorption energies, have no experimental counterpart as they
correspond to vibrationless dierences between total ES and
GS energies at the GS geometry (Evertabs in Figure 1). As a conse-
quence, they can be used to compare trends in a homologous
series of compounds,42 but are rather useless when one aims
for quantitative theory-experiment comparisons. erefore,
the simplest ES properties that are well-dened both theoreti-
cally and experimentally are the 0-0 energies (E0-0, sometimes
denoted T0 or T00). For a given ES, the 0-0 energy corresponds
to the dierence between the ES and GS energies at their re-
spective geometrical minimum, the adiabatic energy Eadia
(sometimes denoted Te), corrected by the dierence of zero-
point vibrational energies between these two states (∆EZPVE).
For gas phase molecules with well-resolved vibronic spectrum,
E0-0 can be directly measured with uncertainties of the order
of 1 cm−1. In other words, extremely accurate experimental
data are available. In solution, E0-0 is generally dened as the
crossing point between the measured (normalized) absorption
and emission spectra. On the theory side, whilst E0-0 is a well
dened quantity, its calculation is no cakewalk, notably due
to the ∆EZPVE term that necessitates the estimation of the
vibrational ES frequencies.
In the present mini-review, we will consider previous works
dealing with theory-experiment comparisons for Eadia or E0-0
energies. As expected, over the years, the methods available to
compute E0-0 have dramatically improved, so as the accuracy.
Here, we do focus on benchmark studies tackling a signicant
number of diverse molecules with rst principle methods.
We do not intend to provide an exhaustive list of the works
considering only one or two compounds and their comparison
with experiment, or a specic chemical family of compounds.
For the second category, the interested reader can nd several
works devoted to, e.g., uoroborate derivatives,43–45 biological
chromophores,46,47 DNA bases,48 cyanines,49 coumarins,50 as
well as many other works focussed on band shapes rather
than E0-0 energies.51–59
II. 0-0 ENERGIES COMPUTED IN GAS PHASE
In this Section, we review the theoretical investigations re-
lying on gas-phase calculations to obtain Eadia or E0-0. ough
there is no universal classication for molecule sizes, we rst
discuss works focussing on small compounds, that is, sets of
compounds largely dominated by di- and tri-atomic molecules,
before turning to medium (e.g., benzene) and large (e.g., real-
life dyes) molecules in the second subsection. e main infor-
FIG. 1. Representation of transition energies between two potential
energy surfaces. Evertabs (blue) and E
vert
uo (red) are the (vertical) absorp-
tion and uorescence energies, whereas EGSreorg and EESreorg (orange)
are the (geometrical) reorganization energies of the GS and ES states,
respectively. Evertabs and E
0-0, our main interests here, are dened in
green and purple, respectively.
mation associated with the various studies discussed below
are summarized in Table I.
TABLE I: Statistical analysis of the results obtained in various benchmarks
comparing gas-phase Eadia or E0-0 computations to experimental data. MSE and
MAE are the mean signed and mean absolute errors, and are given in eV. When
a dierent method was used to compute Eadia and to obtain the structures (and
ZPVE corrections) this is mentioned using the usual “//” notation.
Ref. Year No. of ESs No. of molecules Method MSE MAE
64a 1995 6 6 (diatomics) CIS/aug-cc-pVTZ −0.06 0.73
CIS(D)/aug-cc-pVTZ 0.27 0.27
CCSD/aug-cc-pVTZ −0.19 0.19
65b 2002 34 28 (mostly di/triatomics) CIS/aug-TZVPP 0.32 0.66
TD-HF/aug-TZVPP 0.23 0.63
LDA/aug-TZVPP −0.18 0.25
BLYP/aug-TZVPP −0.27 0.32
Continued on next page
3Ref. Year No. of ESs No. of molecules Method MSE MAE
BP86aug-TZVPP −0.22 0.31
PBE/aug-TZVPP −0.24 0.30
B3LYP/aug-TZVPP −0.13 0.28
PBE0/aug-TZVPP −0.08 0.30
61b 2003 20 29 (mostly di/triatomics) CC2/aug-cc-pVQZ −0.05 0.17
66c 2004 9 7 (aromatics) B3LYP/TZVP −0.13 0.43
67d 2004 43 41 (pi-conjugated) BP86/TZVP −0.56 0.57
B3LYP/TZVP −0.33 0.35
BHHLYP/TZVP −0.01 0.18
60 2004 32 22 (diverse) B3LYP/TZV(d,p) −0.11 0.28
CIS(D)/aug-cc-pVTZ//B3LYP/TZV(d,p) 0.16 0.19
SCS-CIS(D)/aug-cc-pVTZ//B3LYP/TZV(d,p) 0.23 0.23
68a 2005 19 4 (diatomics) CIS/aug-cc-pwCVQZ 0.03 0.57
CIS(D)/aug-cc-pwCVQZ 0.29 0.26
ADC(2)/aug-cc-pwCVQZ 0.18 0.21
CC2/aug-cc-pwCVQZ 0.10 0.16
CCSD/aug-cc-pwCVQZ 0.20 0.20
CCSDR(3)/aug-cc-pwCVQZ 0.07 0.07
CC3/aug-cc-pwCVQZ 0.01 0.04
69 2007 32 22 (diverse)e CIS/aug-cc-pVTZ//CIS/6-311G(d,p) 0.63 0.71
CIS(D)/aug-cc-pVTZ//CIS/6-311G(d,p) 0.19 0.22
SCS-CIS(D)/aug-cc-pVTZ//CIS/6-311G(d,p) 0.02 0.12
SOS-CIS(D)/aug-cc-pVTZ//CIS/6-311G(d,p) 0.02 0.12
70a 2008 26 19 (di/triatomics) CC2/cc-pVQZ 0.01 0.17
SCS-CC2/cc-pVQZ 0.09 0.16
SOS-CC2/cc-pVQZ 0.13 0.17
32 22 (diverse)e B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ//B3LYP/TZVP −0.13 0.29
CC2/aug-cc-pVTZ//B3LYP/TZVP −0.02 0.14
SCS-CC2/aug-cc-pVTZ//B3LYP/TZVP 0.08 0.14
SOS-CC2/aug-cc-pVTZ//B3LYP/TZVP 0.13 0.17
71b 2009 20 29 (mostly di/triatomics) f CIS/aug-cc-pVTZ 0.19 0.58
SOS-CIS(D0)/aug-cc-pVTZ 0.12 0.26
CC2/aug-cc-pVTZ −0.08 0.18
32 22 (diverse)e SOS-CIS(D0)/aug-cc-pVTZ 0.05 0.17
72b 2010 20 29 (mostly di/triatomics) f B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ −0.25 0.30
TDA-B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ −0.12 0.26
ωB97/aug-cc-pVTZ −0.05 0.25
TDA- ωB97/aug-cc-pVTZ 0.08 0.25
73g 2010 9 7 (charge-transfer) B3LYP/6-311+G(d,p) −0.36 0.36
LC-BOP/6-311+G(d,p) 0.16 0.24
CAM-B3LYP/6-311+G(d,p) 0.07 0.22
MCAM-B3LYP/6-311+G(d,p) −0.06 0.06
62 2011 91 109 (diverse) CIS/def2-TZVP//B3LYP/def2-TZVP 0.90 0.98
LSDA/def2-TZVP//B3LYP/def2-TZVP −0.21 0.49
PBE/def2-TZVP//B3LYP/def2-TZVP −0.33 0.40
BP86/def2-TZVP//B3LYP/def2-TZVP −0.32 0.39
TPSS/def2-TZVP//B3LYP/def2-TZVP −0.20 0.32
B3LYP/def2-TZVP −0.08 0.21
PBE0/def2-TZVP//B3LYP/def2-TZVP −0.08 0.25
15 15 (subset of previous) CC2/def2-TZVPD//B3LYP/def2-TZVP 0.10 0.17
74 2012 91 109 (various)h cTPSS/def2-TZVP//B3LYP/def2-TZVP −0.26 0.34
TPSSh/def2-TZVP//B3LYP/def2-TZVP −0.08 0.26
cTPPSh/def2-TZVP//B3LYP/def2-TZVP −0.13 0.27
63 2013 66 46 (aromatics)i B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ//B3LYP/def2-TZVP 0.00 0.19
ADC(2)/aug-cc-pVTZ//ADC(2)/def2-TZVPP −0.03 0.08
CC2/aug-cc-pVTZ//CC2/def2-TZVPP 0.00 0.07
SCS-CC2/aug-cc-pVTZ//SCS-CC2/def2-TZVPP 0.01 0.05
SOS-CC2/aug-cc-pVTZ//SOS-CC2/def2-TZVPP −0.01 0.06
75 2014 79 96 (various)h CIS/cc-pVDZ 0.78 0.88
CC2/cc-pVDZ 0.11 0.19
BP86/cc-pVDZ −0.38 0.42
Continued on next page
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B3LYP/cc-pVDZ −0.11 0.24
PBE0/cc-pVDZ −0.03 0.26
M06-2X/cc-pVDZ 0.05 0.30
M06-HF/cc-pVDZ −0.01 0.50
CAM-B3LYP/cc-pVDZ 0.09 0.27
ωB97X-D/cc-pVDZ 0.10 0.27
76 2014 29 15 (small radicals) CIS/6-311++G(d,p) 1.66 1.75
BLYP/6-311++G(d,p) −0.22 0.32
PBE/6-311++G(d,p) −0.13 0.29
VSXC/6-311++G(d,p) −0.07 0.26
M06-L/6-311++G(d,p) 0.17 0.36
B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) −0.05 0.18
PBE0/6-311++G(d,p) 0.05 0.25
M06/6-311++G(d,p) −0.10 0.25
BHandH/6-311++G(d,p) 0.16 0.32
BHandHLYP/6-311++G(d,p) 0.11 0.35
M06-2X/6-311++G(d,p) −0.04 0.24
CAM-B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) 0.08 0.23
ωB97X-D/6-311++G(d,p) 0.08 0.22
LC-BLYP/6-311++G(d,p) 0.18 0.38
LC-PBE/6-311++G(d,p) 0.28 0.45
LC-M06-L/6-311++G(d,p) 0.33 0.39
HSE06/6-311++G(d,p) 0.08 0.22
HISS/6-311++G(d,p) 0.29 0.38
CASPT2/6-311++G(d,p) −0.02 0.12
77g 2016 68 59 (organic)h OM2/MRCI −0.01 0.26
OM3/MRCI −0.03 0.27
B3LYP/def2-TZVP −0.11 0.24
65 45 (aromatics)j OM2/MRCI −0.22 0.35
OM3/MRCI −0.23 0.35
78 2016 66 46 (aromatics)j CIS/def2-TZVP 1.08 1.08
BP86/def2-TZVP −0.39 0.40
B3LYP/def2-TZVP 0.05 0.20
PBE0/def2-TZVP 0.16 0.24
M06-2X/def2-TZVP 0.33 0.36
M06-HF/def2-TZVP 0.55 0.57
CAM-B3LYP/def2-TZVP 0.30 0.33
ωB97X-D/def2-TZVP 0.30 0.32
CC2/def2-TZVP 0.09 0.11
79k 2017 66 46 (aromatics)j B2PLYP/aug-cc-pVTZ//B3LYP/def2-TZVP 0.01 0.11
B2GPPLYP/aug-cc-pVTZ//B3LYP/def2-TZVP 0.21 0.24
DSD-BLYP/aug-cc-pVTZ//B3LYP/def2-TZVP 0.05 0.10
DSD-PBEP86/aug-cc-pVTZ//B3LYP/def2-TZVP 0.03 0.08
PBE0-2/aug-cc-pVTZ//B3LYP/def2-TZVP 0.19 0.21
PBE0-DH/aug-cc-pVTZ//B3LYP/def2-TZVP 0.25 0.28
B2PLYP/aug-cc-pVTZ//SCS-CC2/def2-TZVPP −0.01 0.10
B2GPPLYP/aug-cc-pVTZ//SCS-CC2/def2-TZVPP 0.07 0.10
DSD-BLYP/aug-cc-pVTZ//SCS-CC2/def2-TZVPP 0.02 0.06
DSD-PBEP86/aug-cc-pVTZ//SCS-CC2/def2-TZVPP −0.02 0.06
PBE0-2/aug-cc-pVTZ//SCS-CC2/def2-TZVPP 0.15 0.17
PBE0-DH/aug-cc-pVTZ//SCS-CC2/def2-TZVPP 0.25 0.28
80g 2018 35 31 (medium-size organic) CC3/aug-cc-pVTZ//CCSDR(3)/def2-TZVPP −0.01 0.02
CCSDR(3)/aug-cc-pVTZ//CCSDR(3)/def2-TZVPP 0.04 0.05
CCSD/aug-cc-pVTZ//CCSDR(3)/def2-TZVPP 0.21 0.21
CC2/aug-cc-pVTZ//CCSDR(3)/def2-TZVPP 0.04 0.08
81g 2019 119 109 (diverse) CC3/aug-cc-pVTZ//CCSD/def2-TZVPP −0.01 0.03
Continued on next page
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aEadia values were considered;
bDepending on the molecule Eadia or E0-0 values were considered;
cSome of the experiments were made in solution or in a matrix, but the the gas-phase theoretical calculations were uncorrected;
dSolvent eects empirically corrected;
eSame set (GI) as in Ref. 60;
f Same set (KH) as in Ref. 61;
g∆EZPVE at the B3LYP level;
h(Sub)set (SKF) of the one considered in Ref. 62;
iMore than one conformer of the same molecules are investigated in several cases;
jSame set (WGLH) as in Ref. 63;
kVariant “A” of the spin-scaling parameters, the so-called “original” values;
A. Small compounds
To the best of our knowledge, one of the rst investigation
on adiabatic energies is due to Stanton and coworkers,64 who
compared the performances of CIS, CIS(D), and CCSD for
the computation of Eadia in six diatomic molecules (H2, BH,
CO, N2, BF, and C2) in 1995. For such small molecules, it is
possible to analyze the spectroscopic data82 to obtain directly
experimental Eadia rather than E0-0.83 ree atomic basis set
were considered, namely, 6-31G(d), aug-cc-pVDZ, and aug-cc-
pVTZ; we report only the results obtained with the largest
basis in Table I. It is crystal clear that the CIS method is very
far from experiment even for these quite simple molecules,
with errors ranging from +0.99 eV (N2) to −2.34 eV (C2).
e inclusion of the perturbative doubles vastly improves
the estimates with a mean absolute error (MAE) of 0.27 eV.
Nonetheless, CIS(D) systematically overshoots the experimen-
tal values for this particular set. CCSD further reduces the
absolute error but underestimates Eadia in each case. We note
that such error sign is rather unusual for CCSD. Indeed, this
approach generally delivers, for valence ES, too large tran-
sition energies.84,85 e trend obtained in this early study is
therefore most probably related to the size of the considered
molecules.39
A second key investigation is due to Furche and Alrichs
(FA),65,86 who beneed from pioneering developments and
ecient implementation of TD-DFT energy gradients.87 Us-
ing this approach, they investigated around thirty small-size
compounds (except for glyoxal, pyridine, benzene, and por-
phyrin) using a quite large basis set and several XCF. As can be
seen in Table I, the two HF-based approaches, CIS and TD-HF,
deliver very large errors, with a positive MSE, as expected for
methods neglecting dynamical correlation. All the XCF tested
within TD-DFT give a MAE in the 0.25–0.32 eV range, with
no clear-cut advantage for hybrids over semi-local function-
als, an outcome probably related to the size of the molecules.
Small subsets of the original FA set were considered by Chiba
et al.,88 and Nguyen et al.73 for the testing of their own imple-
mentations of TD-DFT gradients for range-separated hybrids
(not shown in Table I). In 2003, Ko¨hn and Ha¨ig (KH) esti-
mated transition energies for a similar set as FA with their
own implementation of CC2 gradients.61 ese authors con-
sidered several atomic basis sets and we report in Table I the
data computed with the quadruple-ζ basis, though the devia-
tions with respect to the triple-ζ basis are rather insignicant.
As can be seen the CC2 MAE (0.17 eV) is signicantly smaller
than its TD-DFT counterparts. For a work carried out more
than 15 years ago, it is remarkable that a CC2 estimate of E0-0
could be computed for a quite large molecule such as azoben-
zene. e KH set was employed twice in the following years.
First, by Rhee, Casanova, and Head-Gordon in 2009 when
they proposed the SOS-CIS(D0) method which gives a MAE
of 0.26 eV.71 Second, by Liu et al. in 2010, who found that
both TD-DFT and its Tamm-Danco approximation (TDA)
deliver similar average deviations while considering B3LYP
and ωB97 as XCF. Indeed, the dierences between the TD-
DFT and TDA results (average errors of 0.12 and 0.14 eV with
B3LYP and ωB97, respectively) are signicantly smaller than
the discrepancies with respect to experiment. In addition,
Ha¨ig’s group also considers a similar set of compounds in
2008 to investigate spin-scaled variants of CC2. ey found
that the average deviations were not signicantly altered com-
pared to conventional CC2, and that the spin-scaling version
improved the overall consistency (correlation) compared to
experiment.70
In 2005, Ha¨ig evaluated the performances of various
single-reference wavefunction approaches using 19 ES (11
singlet and 8 triplet) determined on four diatomic molecules
(N2, CO, CF, and BH) using a huge basis set allowing to be
near the complete basis set limit.68 As can be deduced from
Table I, the convergence with respect to the expansion order
in the CC series (CIS, CC2, CCSD, CCSDR(3), CC3) is rather
erratic. In addition, all approaches (partially) including contri-
butions from the doubles, i.e., CIS(D), ADC(2), CC2, and CCSD
provide similar results with MAE of ca. 0.2 eV. In contrast, the
inclusion of triples, either perturbatively or iteratively, leads
to average deviations smaller than 0.10 eV. To our knowledge,
this work was the rst demonstration that “chemical accurate”
Eadia (errors smaller than 1 kcal/mol or 0.043 eV) could po-
tentially be aained with theoretical methods on an almost
systematic basis.
B. Medium and large compounds
e rst studies considering the computation of E0-0 in
larger, “real-life” structures are due to Grimme and his col-
laborators in 2004.60,66,67 In the rst work of their series,66
they investigated the vibronic shapes of seven pi-conjugated
molecules (anthracene, azulene, octatretraene, pentacene, phe-
6noxyl radical, pyrene, and styrene) with TD-B3LYP. e repro-
duction of the experimental band shapes is generally excellent,
but the error in E0-0 compared to experiment (ranging from
−0.69 eV to +0.86 eV) is rather large, leading to the conclu-
sion that the quality of the TD-DFT transition energies have
to be blame rather than the structures, at least, for these rigid
aromatic molecules.66 In their second paper,67 the number
of transitions was signicantly increased as they studied 30
singlet-singlet transitions and 13 doublet-doublet transitions
inpi-conjugated compounds. e calculations were performed
with TD-DFT in gas-phase with three XCF (BP86, B3LYP, and
BHHLYP) and the solvent eects were accounted by applying
an empirical +0.15 eV shi to the experimental 0-0 energies
measured in condensed phase. Dierksen and Grimme noted
a smooth evolution of the computed E0-0 energies with the
amount of exact exchange included in the functional for the
pi → pi? singlet-singlet transitions, BHHLYP leading to the
smallest MAE.67 Eventually, in Ref. 60, a third test set includ-
ing 20 pi → pi? and 12 n → pi? transitions, the GI set, was
designed to compare the performances of TD-DFT, CIS(D),
and one of its spin-scaled variant, namely SCS-CIS(D). For
this set, the CIS(D) approach clearly outperforms TD-B3LYP,
whereas SCS-CIS(D) does not improve the overall MAE but
delivers a more balanced description of the two families of ES.
Indeed, CIS(D) yields a signicantly smaller MAE (0.10 eV) for
the n→ pi? subset than for its pi → pi? counterpart (0.25 eV).
e GI set was also used in 2008 to evaluate the performances
of several CC2 variants which all provided MAE around 0.15
eV.70 ough most wavefunction calculations were performed
on TD-DFT geometries, Hellweg et al. also tested the impact
of performing CC2 optimizations. Interestingly, they noted
almost no major dierence for the pi → pi? states, whereas
for the n→ pi? transitions, CC2 structures signicantly red-
shied the excitation energies as compared to those obtained
with TD-DFT geometries. e GI set was also used twice
by Head-Gordon and coworkers.69,71 to evaluate the perfor-
mances of spin-scaled variants of the CIS(D) approach. In
their rst work, the calculations were made on CIS structures,
and the SCS-CIS(D) and SOS-CIS(D) approaches both exhibit
very good performances (MAE for both approaches 0.12 eV),
a result probably partially due to error compensations.69 In
the second work the focus was set on the performances of
SOS-CIS(D0).71 In the most rened calculations, a double-ζ
basis set was applied to obtain the geometries and ZPVE cor-
rections, whereas Eadia was determined with aug-cc-pVTZ.
e accuracy of SOS-CIS(D0) is signicantly beer for the GI
set (containing medium-sized compounds) than for the KH
set (gathering di/tri-atomics), indicating that the size of the
molecules has a signicant inuence on the methodological
conclusions. In addition, the MSE for the pi → pi? (+0.14
eV) and n→ pi? (−0.11 eV) subsets dier with SOS-CIS(D0),
further stressing that reaching a balanced description of ES
of dierent natures is dicult.
A decade ago, Nguyen, Day and Pachter compared
TD-DFT/6-311+G(d,p) and experimental adiabatic ener-
gies for seven substituted coumarins and two stilbene
derivatives exhibiting transitions with a signicant charge-
transfer character.73 Unsurprisingly,8,89 range-separated hy-
brids clearly deliver more accurate results in this set, the
B3LYP E0-0 being systematically too small.
In 2011, Furche’s group came up with another popular set
(SKF) of 109 E0-0 energies obtained in 91 very diverse com-
pounds encompassing small, medium, and large structures
for which experimental gas-phase E0-0 values are available.
Special care was taken in order to include diverse compounds
(organic/inorganic, aliphatic/aromatic, etc.) and ES (86 sin-
glets, 12 triplets, and 11 spin-unrestricted transitons).62 e
majority of the results were obtained on B3LYP/def2-TZVP
structures and ∆EZPVE, using Eadia determined with various
XCF and the same def2-TZVP basis set. As detailed below,
several protocols were tested. For this diverse set, there is a
signicant superiority of the hybrid XCF (B3LYP and PBE0)
compared to the local and semi-local XCF (Table I) which
contrasts with the FA set (containing smaller compounds)
discussed above. In Ref. 62, the authors also show that us-
ing a (non-augmented) polarized triple-ζ basis provides E0-0
within ca. 0.03 eV of the basis set limit at the TD-DFT level
and that, consistently with Grimme’s conclusions, the error
on the transition energies must be blame for the the major
part of this deviation, the variations of the structural parame-
ters when changing XCF having a minor impact. From this
larger set, Furche and coworkers also extracted a subset of
15 representative ES, and performed ADC(2) and CC2 calcu-
lations. ese two methods were found to behave similarly
and the addition of diuse functions was found mandatory (in
contrast to TD-DFT). For this subset, the MAE is 0.17 eV with
CC2, a value consistent with the CC2 MAE obtained for pre-
viously discussed sets. A year later, the same group extended
their analysis to variants of the TPSS XCF.74 ey found that
the current-dependent formalism for TPSS and TPSSh (cTPSS
and cTPSSh) yield larger deviations than the standard formal-
ism. In 2014, Fang, Oruganti, and Durbeej considered a larger
number of XCF on a set encompassing all the singlet and
triplet transitions of the SKF set.75 Overall the most accurate
results are aained with CC2, whereas the “standard” global
and range-separated hybrids (B3LYP, PBE0, CAM-B3LYP and
ωB97X-D) yield errors around 0.25 eV. Unsurprisingly CIS
and XCF including 100% of exact exchange (M06-HF) over-
estimate substantially the experimental reference, whereas
BP86 gives the opposite error sign. In addition, the authors
investigated the errors in 9 chemically-intuitive subsets. For
the organic compounds, CC2 was systematically found to
outperform TD-DFT in terms of average error, whereas this
does not hold for small inorganic compounds. In an eort to
come up with a computationally eective protocol, the au-
thors also studied methodological eects on two quantities.
First, ∆E0-0 = E0-0 − Eadia, that is the ∆EZPVE correction,
which was found to be centered on −0.12 eV, with a very
small methodological dependence: the standard deviations
determined across the various tested methods was as small as
0.02 eV, and in the 0.01–0.05 eV range for the nine subsets.
is clearly indicates that ∆EZPVE is rather insensitive to the
level of theory, conrming previous studies performed in the
same research group,47 and others.90 Second, they studied
∆Eadia = Eadia − Evertabs , that is, the ES reorganization energy,
EESreorg. e methodological standard deviation was only 0.10
7eV for EESreorg, as compared to the much larger spread for Evertabs
(0.39 eV), indicating that EESreorg is also much less dependent
on the level of theory than the vertical energies, in line with
previous observations (see above).66 Nevertheless, in contrast
to ∆EZPVE, the EESreorg values cover a broad range of values
depending on the molecule (−0.37± 0.30 eV). Later, Furche’s
2011 set was also selected to assess semi-empirical approaches
(see below for details).77
Two years later, Ha¨ig and collaborators compared theo-
retical E0-0 values to highly accurate gas phase experimental
references for a 66-singlet set strongly dominated by pi → pi?
transitions (63 out of 66) in aromatic organic molecules (sub-
stituted phenyls and larger compounds) leading to the WGLH
set.63 ey rely on the aug-cc-pVTZ basis set for determining
Eadia, and the def2-TZVPP basis set for obtaining structures
and vibrations. As can be seen in Figure 2, second-order wave-
function approaches, i.e., ADC(2), CC2, SCS-CC2, and SOS-
CC2 performed beautifully with a tight distribution around
the experimental reference and very small average deviations,
all below the 0.10 eV threshold. is success is probably par-
tially related to the rather uniform nature of the ES considered
in this particular study, as compared to the SKF set. Obviously,
TD-B3LYP is clearly less accurate than wavefunction schemes,
though the MAE remains in line with other TD-DFT works.19
Two simplications were tested as well: i) removing the dif-
fuse functions for the calculation of the adiabatic energies,
which yields slight increases of the MSE by ca. 0.04 eV, but has
rather negligible eects on the MAE; ii) using a ∆EZPVE term
obtained at the B3LYP/def2-TZVP level, which only yields a
degradation of the MAE by ca. 0.02 eV, conrming the pre-
viously reported conclusion that this term can be safely esti-
mated with a lower level of theory.63 In 2016, Oruganti, Fang,
and Bo Durbeej78 consider the WGLH set with the same phi-
losophy as their 2014 work,75 i.e., nding simplied protocols
delivering accurate 0-0 energies. First, they showed that none
of the tested XCF could deliver the same accuracy as CC2, the
smallest MAE being obtained with B3LYP (0.20 eV), whereas,
BP86 and M06-2X E0-0 deviate much more signicantly from
experiment (MAE of 0.40 and 0.36 eV, respectively). By using
ZPVE corrections computed at the TD-DFT level, the changes
on the CC2 E0-0 values are rather minor (roughly 0.04 eV),
whereas using CC2 for geing Evertabs and TD-DFT to determine
both EESreorg and ∆EZPVE led to variations ranging from 0.06 to
0.12 eV depending on the XCF, the hybrid functionals clearly
outperforming BP86 (and CIS).78 ey concluded: “In fact, for
a clear majority of the 66 states CC2-quality E0-0 can be calcu-
lated by employing CC2 only for the vertical term”. e WGLH
set was also chosen in 2017 by Schwabe and Goerigk in their
investigation of spin-scaling eects on the transition energies
obtained with double-hydrid XCFs.79 Using the SCS-CC2 ge-
ometries of the original paper, they found that both ed and
non-ed variants of double hybrids behaved similarly. Using
DSD-PBEP86/aug-cc-pVTZ to determine Eadia, they reached a
MSE of −0.02 eV and a MAE of 0.06 eV,79 both values being
very similar to the one reported for the SCS-CC2 method.63
In 2014, Barnes et al. studied the E0-0 values determined for
29 transitions in 15 radicals (from diatomics to small aromatic
systems).76 Aer having demonstrated that the 6-311++G(d,p)
FIG. 2. Error distribution paern for E0-0 in the WGHL set of com-
pounds. e values are in eV. Reproduced from Ref. 63 with permis-
sion from the PCCP owner societies.
basis set oered a good compromise, they investigated a wide
range of XCF within the TD-DFT framework as well as CIS
and CASPT2. While the usual CIS overestimation is extremely
large (typically > 1 eV), the performance of CASPT2 is quite
remarkable with a MSE of −0.02 eV and a MAE of 0.12 eV.
At the TD-DFT level, the authors determined that the most
valuable results are obtained with B3LYP, M06-2X, ωB97X-D,
and CAM-B3LYP for these open-shell systems. In contrast
to other studies, no signicant dierence was noticed when
separately considering the small (di- and tri-atomics) and the
medium-sized compounds.
In 2016, Tuna, iel and coworkers proposed an extended
benchmark of their OMx/MRCI methods, including calcu-
lations of E0-0.77 For 12 cases, they could compare the
OM2/MRCI and B3LYP ∆EZPVE and an average deviation of
0.04 eV was found, a rather large value for this property, high-
lighting that the semi-empirical approach is not yet optimal
to determine the ZPVE of ESs. As a consequence they re-
lied on TD-B3LYP ∆EZPVE in their benchmark study. ey
investigated compounds of both Furche’s 2011 and Ha¨ig’s
2013 sets, discarding cases for which the OMx approaches
were not parametrized. For the SKF set, the average errors
are quite similar to TD-B3LYP (Table I), which is certainly
a success. However, the authors noted that OM2 and OM3
yield dierent error signs for the pi → pi? (underestimation)
and n→ pi? (overestimation) transitions, whereas TD-B3LYP
consistently underestimate the 0-0 energies of both families
of transitions. For the WGLH set, which is strongly domi-
nated by pi → pi? transitions in aromatic organic molecules,
the average errors are substantially larger with MAE of 0.35
eV for both OM2/MRCI and OM3/MRCI, and a clear trend to
undershoot E0-0.
Recently, we have put some eorts in reaching very accu-
rate E0-0 for non-trivial molecular systems.80,81 In our rst
contribution, we have considered singlet ES determined on
molecules containing between 4 and 12 atoms for a set en-
compassing more n→ pi? (25) than pi → pi? (10) transitions.
Using CC3 Eadia, CCSDR(3) geometries, and B3LYP ∆EZPVE,
8not only is the MAE very small (0.02 eV), but chemical accu-
racy is achieved on an almost systematic basis (ca. 90% success
rate). e results for this set are illustrated in Figure 3. As
one can be see, carbonyluoride yields a signicant deviation
(−0.18 eV), but it has been determined that this case is an
outlier, to be removed from the statistics, at the 99% con-
dence level according to a Dixon Q-test.80 Data from Table
I clearly demonstrate that using lower levels of theory than
CC3 to determine Eadia signicantly degrades the results with
MAE of 0.05, 0.21, and 0.08 eV with CCSDR(3), CCSD and
CC2, respectively. Interestingly, the CC2 MAE is similar to
the one obtained on the WGLH set, whereas CCSD tends to
exaggerate the transition energies, an observation consistent
with other works.39,84 In addition, using a quadruple-ζ basis
set or including anharmonic corrections in the ∆EZPVE term
yield triing variations for the data of Figure 3.80
In our most recent work, we have signicantly increased
both the size and the variety of the considered transitions (69
singlet, 30 triplet, 20 open-shell) with a focus set on the im-
pact of the geometries on the computed E0-0.81 First, the CC3
vertical and adiabatic energies determined on CC3, CCSDR(3),
CCSD, CC2 and ADC(2) structures have been compared to
a set of 31 singlet transitions. Interestingly, while the level
of theory considered to optimize the GS and ES geometries
has a very strong impact on the vertical values, it has a very
small inuence on the adiabatic energies. For instance, taking
the CC3//CC3 values as references, the MAE obtained with
the CC3//CCSD method is 0.07 eV for Evertabs , 0.17 eV for E
vert
uo
but 0.01 eV for Eadia. erefore, there is a clear error compen-
sation mechanism taking place between the vertical and the
reorganization energies, in the following expression
Eadia =
Evertabs + E
vert
uo
2
+
EGSreorg − EESreorg
2
. (1)
is has been illustrated for the case of formaldehyde (see
Figure 4). On the CC3 geometry, Eadia = 3.580 eV, a value
dominated by the rst term of the previous equation (3.385
eV), the second contributing to +0.195 eV. When going to
other geometry optimization schemes, one notes signicant
changes of both terms with values 3.385, 3.405, 3.533, 3.350,
and 3.364 eV for the rst, and 0.195, 0.175, 0.057, 0.244, and
0.278 eV for the laer when using CC3, CCSDR(3), CCSD, CC2,
and ADC(2) geometries, respectively. Nevertheless, their sum
(Eadia) is remarkably stable as seen in Figure 4. In addition,
by comparing the experimental and theoretical 0-0 energies
produced by combining i) CC3 Evertabs , ii) CCSD geometries,
and iii) B3LYP ∆EZPVE corrections, a triing MSE of −0.01
eV and a MAE of 0.03 eV are obtained for the set of 119 tran-
sitions considered.81 Concomitantly, this means that, if Eadia
is determined at a high level of theory, one can obtain very
accurate E0-0 even on geometries that cannot be considered as
highly accurate. is could explain why some of the previous
works62,63,66 noted small statistical uctuations when going
from, e.g., CC2 to B3LYP geometries.
III. 0-0 ENERGIES IN SOLUTION
Performing comparisons between theoretical and experi-
mental E0-0 energies determined in solution allows to tackle
large compounds for which gas-phase measurements are be-
yond reach, but obviously entails further approximations on
the modeling side to account for environmental eects. In
solution, experimental E0-0 values are generally taken as the
absorption-uorescence crossing point (AFCP) or the foot of
the absorption spectra. e second choice is a cruder approxi-
mation in most cases, while the former limits the reference
data to uorescent compounds, that is, rather rigid deriva-
tives. As noticed below, most published benchmark works use
the polarizable continuum model (PCM) to describe solvation
eects,91 applying either its linear-response (LR),92,93 its cor-
rected linear-response (cLR),94 or its Improta’s state-specifc
(IBSF from the authors’s name)95 forms. e results obtained
in published benchmarks are summarized in Table II.
TABLE II: Statistical analysis of the results obtained in various benchmarks
comparing E0-0 computations in solution to experimental data (AFCP). See
caption of Table I for more details.
Ref. Year No. of ESs No. of molecules Method Solvent MSE MAE
97a 2010 12 12 (organic dyes) CIS/def2-TZVPP//PBE/TZVP LR-PCM 0.77 0.77
CIS(D)/def2-TZVPP//PBE/TZVP LR-PCM 0.25 0.25
SCS-CIS(D)’/def2-TZVPP//PBE/TZVP LR-PCM 0.33 0.33
SCS-CIS(D)λ=0/def2-TZVPP//PBE/TZVP LR-PCM 0.13 0.20
SCS-CIS(D)λ=1/def2-TZVPP//PBE/TZVP LR-PCM 0.03 0.19
SOS-CIS(D)/def2-TZVPP//PBE/TZVP LR-PCM 0.07 0.19
CC2/def2-TZVPP//PBE/TZVP LR-PCM 0.00 0.17
SCS-CC2/def2-TZVPP//PBE/TZVP LR-PCM 0.15 0.20
BLYP/def2-TZVPP//PBE/TZVP LR-PCM −0.49 0.51
B3LYP/def2-TZVPP//PBE/TZVP LR-PCM −0.22 0.31
PBE38/def2-TZVPP//PBE/TZVP LR-PCM 0.04 0.19
BMK/def2-TZVPP//PBE/TZVP LR-PCM 0.07 0.19
CAM-B3LYP/def2-TZVPP//PBE/TZVP LR-PCM 0.11 0.18
B2PLYP/def2-TZVPP//PBE/TZVP LR-PCM −0.11 0.20
B2GPLYP/def2-TZVPP//PBE/TZVP LR-PCM −0.01 0.16
90 2012 40 40 (organic dyes) B3LYP/6-311++G(2df,2p)//6-31+G(d) cLR-PCM −0.14 0.27
PBE0/6-311++G(2df,2p)//6-31+G(d) cLR-PCM −0.03 0.22
Continued on next page
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FIG. 3. Deviation (in eV) from the experimental E0-0 of the theoretical E0-0 determined at the CC3//CCSDR(3) level. Reproduced from Ref. 80
with permission of the American Chemical Society. Copyright 2018 American Chemical Society.
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Ref. Year No. of ESs No. of molecules Method Solvent MSE MAE
M06/6-311++G(2df,2p)//6-31+G(d) cLR-PCM 0.05 0.23
M06-2X/6-311++G(2df,2p)//6-31+G(d) cLR-PCM −0.25 0.26
CAM-B3LYP/6-311++G(2df,2p)//6-31+G(d) cLR-PCM −0.24 0.25
LC-PBE/6-311++G(2df,2p)//6-31+G(d) cLR-PCM −0.56 0.57
98b 2013 7 7 (organic dyes) CIS/6-31+G(d) IBSF-PCM 0.75 0.75
TD-HF/6-31+G(d) IBSF-PCM 0.43 0.43
B3LYP/6-31+G(d) IBSF-PCM −0.26 0.30
TDA-B3LYP/6-31+G(d) IBSF-PCM −0.04 0.13
99b 2014 40 40 (organic dyes) SOGGA11-X/6-311++G(2df,2p)//6-31+G(d) cLR-PCM 0.21 0.24
ωB97X-D/6-311++G(2df,2p)//6-31+G(d) cLR-PCM 0.30 0.30
LC-PBE*/6-311++G(2df,2p)//6-31+G(d) cLR-PCM 0.12 0.20
Continued on next page
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Ref. Year No. of ESs No. of molecules Method Solvent MSE MAE
100b 2014 40 40 (organic dyes) APD-D/6-311++G(2df,2p)//6-31+G(d) cLR-PCM −0.06 0.27
PBE0-1/3/6-311++G(2df,2p)//6-31+G(d) cLR-PCM 0.14 0.22
LC-PBE0*/6-311++G(2df,2p)//6-31+G(d) cLR-PCM 0.25 0.26
101c 2015 80 80 (organic dyes) M06-2X/6-311++G(2df,2p)//6-31+G(d) LR-PCM 0.06 0.17
cLR-PCM 0.22 0.23
CIS(D)/aug-cc-pVTZ//M06-2X/6-31+G(d) LR-PCM 0.09 0.18
cLR-PCM 0.25 0.26
ADC(2)/aug-cc-pVTZ//M06-2X/6-31+G(d) LR-PCM −0.19 0.22
cLR-PCM −0.03 0.14
CC2/aug-cc-pVTZ//M06-2X/6-31+G(d) LR-PCM −0.13 0.16
cLR-PCM 0.03 0.13
SCS-CC2/aug-cc-pVTZ//M06-2X/6-31+G(d) LR-PCM 0.04 0.11
cLR-PCM 0.20 0.20
SOS-CC2/aug-cc-pVTZ//M06-2X/6-31+G(d) LR-PCM 0.13 0.16
cLR-PCM 0.28 0.28
BSE/evGW/aug-cc-pVTZ//M06-2X/6-31+G(d) LR-PCM −0.14 0.19
cLR-PCM 0.02 0.15
aExtends the previous work by the same group,96 see the text for details of the procedure;
b(Sub)set of the JPAM set proposed in Ref. 90;
cStructures and ZPVE obtained in gas-phase with M06-2X/6-31+G(d);
As stated in the previous Section, in their 2004 investiga-
tion Dierksen and Grimme applied an empirical correction
to the experimental E0-0 measured in solution to obtain gas-
phase reference values.67 In two more recent investigations,
the same group proposed to transform experimental AFCP
into solvent-free vertical estimates for, rst, ve96 and, next,
twelve97 dyes, by applying a series of additive theoretical cor-
rections to the measured AFCP energies: i) solvation eects
on Evertabs are determined at the LR-PCM/PBE0/6-31G(d) level,
ii) zero-point vibrational corrections (∆EZPVE) are computed
at the PBE/TZVP level, and iii) reorganization eects (the
dierence between Evertabs and E
adia) are calculated at the same
PBE/TZVP level. Such procedure allows to benchmark many
levels of theory, as one only needs to compute gas-phase Evertabs .
In this way, Goerigk and Grimme could obtain a MAE in
the 0.16–0.20 eV range for many approaches (see Table II),97
including CC2, several spin-scaled versions of CIS(D), two
double-hydrid functionals (B2PLYP and B2GPLYP), as well
as some hybrid functionals (BMK, PBE38 and CAM-B3LYP).
In contrast to the results obtained for the WGLH set,63 both
CC2 and SCS-CC2 do not signicantly outclass TD-DFT in the
Goerigk-Grimme set. It is unclear if this unusual observation
originates from the nature of the molecules included in their
set or the theoretical protocol itself.
In 2012, another set of 40 medium and large uorophores
was developed (JPAM set),90 and TD-DFT calculations of E0-0
were performed with a series of global and range-separated
hybrid functionals using a fully coherent approach, i.e., the
structures and ZPVE were consistently obtained for each func-
tional used to compute Eadia. In Ref. 90, the authors note that
there is an inherent diculty when accounting explicitly for
solvation eects during the calculations. Indeed, while Eadia
and E0-0 are equilibrium properties as they correspond to
minimum-to-minimum energy dierences, the absorption and
uorescence transitions are very fast processes and, in terms
of solvation eects, should be viewed as non-equilibrium pro-
cesses, meaning that only the solvent’s electrons have time
to adapt to the solute electron density’s changes.91,92 Con-
sistently, the AFCP is a non-equilibrium property as well.
To resolve this apparent contradiction, an extra correction
needs to be applied to the threoretical E0-0 values in order
to allow a fairer comparison with experimental AFCP values.
Using this protocol, a series of twelve hybrid functionals have
been tested over the years on the JPAM set,90,99,100 including
optimally-tuned102,103 versions of PBE (LC-PBE*) and PBE0
(LC-PBE0*). As can be deduced from Table II, the majority
of the functionals lead to MAE in the 0.2–0.3 eV range, the
smallest deviations being obtained with PBE0 (0.22 eV) and
LC-PBE* (0.20 eV). e functionals including a rather large
amount of exact exchange, e.g., M06-2X and CAM-B3LYP,
signicantly overestimate the experimental values, but they
provide more consistent (in terms of correlation with experi-
ment) AFCP energies than “standard” hybrid functionals like
B3LYP and PBE0. e LC-PBE* functional allows to obtain
both a small MAE and a high correlation, but at the cost of
tuning the range separation parameter for each compound.99
Consistently with the gas phase results discussed above, it
was also shown that the band shapes are rather insensitive
to the selected functional,100 so that the choice of the func-
tional can be driven by the accuracy in modeling E0-0. A
subset of the JPAM set was also used in 2013 in a compari-
son between TDA and TD-DFT E0-0 and band shapes.98 With
the B3LYP functional, the results were found to be substan-
tially improved with TDA, but the authors warned that “using
other exchange-correlation functionals might well lead to larger
theory-experiment deviations with TDA than TD-DFT.”
In 2015, an even more extended set of uorescent com-
pounds (JDB set) was assessed using a protocol in which i)
the structural and vibrational parameters are determined in
gas phase at the M06-2X/6-31+G(d) level, ii) the solvation
eects are calculated as the dierence of Eadia computed in
gas phase and in solution using LR-PCM or cLR-PCM, and iii)
gas-phase Eadia are determined using several wavefunction
approaches in combination with the aug-cc-pVTZ atomic ba-
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sis set.101 As can be seen in Table II the selected solvent model
has a large impact on the statistics, the LR-PCM E0-0 ener-
gies being almost systematically smaller than their cLR-PCM
counterparts.101 With the laer solvent model, the MAE are
0.13, 0.14, 0.15, and 0.24 eV with CC2, ADC(2), BSE/evGW,
and TD-M06-2X, respectively, the two former wavefunction
methods providing higher determination coecients as com-
pared to experiment, as illustrated in Figure 5.101 Given that
the CC2 MAE obtained in gas phase on accurate geometries
tend to be smaller (0.08 eV in Ref. 80, 0.11 eV in Ref. 78 and 0.07
eV in Ref. 63), part of the 0.13 eV error in this 80-compound set
is probably due to the limits of the PCM models. Consistently
with the results obtained on the WGLH set,63,78 the analysis of
the data from the JDB set show that: i) ADC(2) and CC2 yield
very similar estimates, ii) spin-scaling (SCS-CC2 and SOS-
CC2) improves correlation with the experimental data but do
not yield smaller MAE, and iii) the ∆EZPVE term has a rather
tight distributions around ca. −0.09 eV. With BSE/evGW the
improvement with respect to TD-DFT is particularly signi-
cant for CT transitions, an expected trend for a theory explic-
itly accounting for the electron-hole interaction.20 e Evertabs ,
Evertuo and E
adia data of the JDB set were also used by Adamo
and coworkers to evaluate the performances of numerous
double hybrid functionals.104,105 In their second work, these
authors found three subsets of the original JDB set able to
reproduce the statistical errors of the complete set. eir most
“advanced” subset (EX7-1) is composed of small molecules
only, and therefore it allows rapid benchmarking as only com-
putations on seven small compounds are needed to obtain
relevant statistical results. Results obtained for the three fami-
lies of transition energies with a wide range of double-hybrid
functionals are given in Figure 6. Note that we did not in-
cluded these results in Table II as Adamo and coworkers did
not selected experimental data, but rather CC2 values, as ref-
erences.
IV. SUMMARY
We have reviewed the generic benchmark studies devoted
to adiabatic and 0-0 energies performed in the last two decades.
Over the years, there has been a gradual shi from small to
large molecules and from gas-phase to solvents. Additionally,
the level of theory has gradually increased. is can be illus-
trated by the works benchmarking CC2: whilst Ha¨ig’s 2003
contribution was mainly devoted to di- and tri-atomics,61 his
group tackled much larger organic compounds only a decade
later.63 Likewise, the rst CC3 benchmark that appeared in
2005 only encompassed 19 states in four diatomics,68 whereas
more than 110 transitions in a diverse set of molecules (from
3 to 16 atoms) have been tackled recently.81
e results obtained in all these benchmarks, as measured
by statistical deviations with respect to experimental mea-
surements, are far from uniform, a logical consequence of
the various protocols and molecular sets considered over the
years. Nevertheless, some generic conclusions can be drawn:
1. It is challenging to get a balanced description of vari-
ous kinds of states (n → pi? versus pi → pi?, singlet-
singlet versus doublet-doublet…) and/or various fam-
ilies of compounds (small versus large, organic versus
inorganic…). erefore, we believe that benchmark’s
results focussing solely on a specic category of transi-
tions/compounds should not be generalized.
2. In TD-DFT, for example, pure functionals, that do in-
clude exact exchange, perform reasonably well for very
compact compounds, but tend to provide signicantly
too low transition energies for medium and large deriva-
tives, for which hybrid functionals have clearly the
edge.
3. CC2 and ADC(2) yield similar accuracies, generally
signicantly outperforming CIS(D). Globally, TD-DFT
gives larger deviations than CC2 or ADC(2), except
for double hybrids that are as accurate as these two
approaches for a computational cost similar to CIS(D).
ese new functionals therefore represent a good com-
promise between accuracy and computational cost.
4. Spin-scaling approaches, e.g., SOS-CIS(D) and SCS-CC2,
tend to provide more consistent data with respect to ex-
periment but do not deliver smaller average deviations.
5. e total errors obtained for E0-0 are mainly driven by
the errors on the transition energies, the level of theory
used to obtain the structures having a rather minor
impact on the results. is outcome can be explained by
an error compensation mechanism between the vertical
and reorganization energies.
6. e ∆EZPVE correction, the most costly contribution to
0-0 energies, is particularly insensitive to the method-
ological choice and is roughly equal to −0.08 eV for
low-lying singlet-singlet transitions. One can there-
fore select a low level of theory to compute it without
signicant loss of accuracy.
7. Given the two previous points, several simplied pro-
tocols can be used to compute more quickly E0-0. It is
noteworthy that very compact test sets providing al-
most the same statistical values have been developed
recently.
8. e details of the approach employed to model solva-
tion eects has a signicant impact on the transition
energies, hence, on the statistical results. At this stage,
this conclusion holds for TD-DFT only, as wavefunction-
based benchmarks accounting for solvation eects have
yet to appear.
Given that calculations of theoretical E0-0 oer well-
grounded comparisons with highly rened experiments, the
vast majority of the error comes from theory, and one can
therefore provide a rough estimate of the accuracy of various
theoretical models, i.e., 1 eV for CIS, 0.2–0.3 eV for CIS(D), 0.2–
0.4 eV for TD-DFT when using hybrid functionals, 0.1–0.2 eV
for ADC(2) and CC2, and 0.04 eV for CC3. Interestingly, rather
similar error ranges have been obtained for CIS(D), ADC(2),
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FIG. 5. Correlation plots between experimental AFCP energies and theoretical E0-0 obtained for the JDB set applying the cLR-PCM solvent
model. e central line indicates a perfect theory-experiment match. Adapted from Figure 6 of Ref. 101 with permission of the American
Chemical Society. Copyright 2015 American Chemical Society.
FIG. 6. MAE (in eV) for Evertabs (red), E
vert
uo (blue) and E
adia (green) computed with double-hybrid functionals for the EX7-1 subset of the JDB set
using CC2 results as references. Reproduced from Figure 10 of Ref. 105 with permission of the American Chemical Society. Copyright 2017
American Chemical Society.
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CC2, and CC3, in recent comparisons with FCI data for small
compounds,80 whereas the TD-DFT accuracy is globally the
one found in comparisons with CC3 or CASPT2.85
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